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So Sochi ... : Understanding the 
Complex Landscape of 
International Queer Politics & 
Interventions 
HOT TOPIC SESSION 
No wrong 
answers, 
no stupid 
questions  Expect unfinished business 
Not presuming expert 
knowledge rather open 
minds 
Fun, fun, fun. 
Context before Content  
- Erik Lampmann 
Political Theory & French Major at UR 
Helped organize this here shindig w. ROSMY & 
SONG 
- Experience w. international queerness/being queer 
abroad limited to Western Europe/France & the UN 
- Why this session? : Getting continually pissed-off 
by reductionist narratives about queerness played 
out by the media, governments, and liberal activists 
- ** Trigger warning : LGBTQ Violence ** 
 
*** ALL THE ISSUES *** 
What I’m trying to figure out 
w. y’all : What the f**k does 
a transnational queer 
movement  
look like? 
Potential Paths of 
Discussion ... 
• Displacing responsibility for domestic anti-LGBTQ 
institutional and interpersonal violence by creating a ‘non-
Western other’ 
• Threat of US/Coalition Interventions Abroad and/or 
militarization 
• Ugandan State-Sponsored anti-LGBTQ terror 
• Russian ‘anti-gay propaganda’ legislation and 
governmental Boycotts of the Sochi Olympic Games 
(i.e. France, Germany, make-up of US delegation) 
• Complicated by Russian grant of asylum to 
Edward Snowden (?) 
More things ... 
• What does solidarity look like w. queers experiencing 
violence abroad that remains mindful of how our 
movement(s) can be co-opted, diluted, or perverted by 
corporations, governments, and establishment types?  
• How do queer bodies manifest challenges of 
nationhood/national identities? How has our movement 
contested the stranglehold of ‘state systems’? 
• How can an international human rights movement work 
for/against queer people? Are their other governance 
systems that work better? 
• Are their limitations to de jure international protections (i.e. 
UN protocols?)  
HAPPY DAY, BABIEZ 
